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SUMMARY This article proposes a prosody correction method based on partial model adaptation for Chinese-accented Japanese hidden Markov model (HMM)-based text-to-speech synthesis. Although text-to-speech synthesis built from non-native speech accurately reproduces the speaker’s individuality in synthetic speech, the naturalness of the synthetic speech is strongly degraded. In the proposed model, to improve the naturalness while preserving the speaker individuality of Chinese-accented Japanese text-to-speech synthesis, we partially utilize HMM parameters of native Japanese speech to synthesize prosody-corrected synthetic speech. Results of an experimental evaluation demonstrate that duration and F0 correction are significantly effective for improving naturalness.
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1. Introduction

Text-to-speech synthesis is a method to artificially synthesize size speech from text. Hidden Markov model (HMM) [1], deep neural network [2]-based, and end-to-end [3] ones are often used for synthesizing natural speech of the desired text and speaker. Synthesizing non-native speech is a challenging but important task to establish computational theories of a variety of languages and speech. Although acoustic models built from non-native speech can accurately reproduce the speaker’s individuality in synthetic speech, the naturalness of the synthetic speech is strongly degraded due to the language system differences between the spoken language and the speaker’s mother tongue.

To improve the naturalness of Japanese-accented English (i.e., English spoken by Japanese) text-to-speech synthesis, Oshima et al. proposed prosody correction method that preserve speaker individuality [4]. Using frameworks of HMM-based text-to-speech synthesis and model adaptation [5], the HMM parameters are partially updated to fit the non-native speaker’s speech parameters while fixing the remaining HMM parameters of the native speaker’s speech. This method has successfully improved the naturalness in synthetic speech thanks to focusing on the prosody system difference between Japanese and English. Since the differences are dependent on the language pairs, investigating whether this framework can be applied to other non-native speech is an intriguing task.

In this paper, we apply Oshima et al.’s method to Chinese-accented Japanese (i.e., Japanese spoken by Chinese) text-to-speech synthesis. More and more native Chinese-speakers are speaking Japanese every year, so correcting and synthesizing Chinese-accented speech is natural to target. Considering prosody system differences between Japanese and Chinese, we empirically investigate a prosody correction method that preserves speaker individuality. Furthermore, we also investigate the use of other correction methods that are not investigated by Oshima et al. [4]. The experimental result demonstrates that duration and F0 correction significantly improve the naturalness while preserving speaker individuality, regardless of the non-native speakers’ level of Japanese proficiency.

In Sect. 2 of this paper, we briefly describe HMM-based text-to-speech frameworks and conventional prosody correction methods for Japanese-accented English text-to-speech synthesis. Section 3 reviews prosody system differences between Japanese and Chinese and proposes the prosody correction methods for Chinese-accented Japanese text-to-speech synthesis. Section 4 empirically investigates which correction method is most effective. We conclude in Sect. 5 with a brief summary and mention of future work.


2.1 HMM-Based Text-to-Speech Synthesis and Model Adaptation

HMM-based text-to-speech synthesis [1] is a framework to simultaneously model spectrum, excitation, and HMM state duration. The output probability distribution of the c-th HMM state is

\[ b_c(Y_t) = N(Y_t; \mu_c, \Sigma_c) \]

(1)

where \( Y_t \) is a feature vector consisting of static and dynamic speech features at frame \( t \). \( \mu_c \) and \( \Sigma_c \) are the mean vector and covariance matrix of the Gaussian distribution \( N(\cdot; \cdot, \cdot) \) of the \( c \)-th HMM state. The HMM state duration is also modeled with the Gaussian distribution in a type of HMM called a hidden semi-Markov model (HSMM).

Model adaptation for HMM-based text-to-speech [5] is a technique that builds the target speaker’s HSMMs by transforming pre-trained HSMMs using the target speaker’s speech data. In this work, we adopt the CMLLR
adaptation method [5], which transforms $\mu_c$ and $\Sigma_c$ as
\begin{align}
\mu_c' &= A\mu_c + b, \\
\Sigma_c' &= A\Sigma_c A^\top,
\end{align}
where $A$ and $b$ are the transformation matrix and bias vector estimated using the target speaker’s feature vectors. Note that, model parameters for spectrum, excitation, and duration can be adapted in the same manner.

2.2 Prosody Correction for Japanese-Accented English

Though Japanese has mora (sub-syllable)-timed isochrony and is a pitch-accented language, English has stress-timed isochrony and is a stress-accented language. Therefore, the stress and duration of Japanese-accented English speech are significantly different from those of native English speech. Correction of such features for Japanese-accented English text-to-speech synthesis can be done by partial adaptation of HSMMs [4]. First, a native English speaker’s HSMMs are trained using the speaker’s speech data. Then, the model parameters are adapted using the non-native English (i.e., Japanese-accented English) speech of the non-native speaker. In adaptation, model parameters of the HMM state duration and power are not updated, and those of native speaker’s speech are fixed. The synthesis procedure is done in the standard manner. Since the duration and power of the synthesized speech are equal to those of the native English speaker, we can accurately synthesize speech reflecting a native speaker’s rhythm and stress. Also, since other model parameters (such as spectrum and $F_0$) are adapted, the synthetic speech retains the non-native speaker’s individuality.


We apply the prosody correction discussed in Sect. 2 to Chinese-accented Japanese text-to-speech synthesis. First, a native Japanese speaker’s HSMMs are trained using the speaker’s speech, and then the model parameters are partially adapted using the non-native (i.e., Chinese-accented) Japanese speech.

Since Chinese has syllable-timed isochrony and is a tonal language, we expect that correction of pitch (i.e., $F_0$) and rhythm (i.e., duration) will improve the naturalness of the Chinese-accented Japanese text-to-speech synthesis. Furthermore, inspired by [6], this paper investigates temporal delta features of spectrum and prosody. The below is a list of model parameters to be fixed.

1. Delta feature of $F_0$
2. Delta feature of mel-cepstral coefficients
4. HMM state duration
5. $F_0$

Correction of parameters 1-through-3 is shown in Fig. 1. Duration correction (4) is not included in the figure but is done in the same manner. For $F_0$ correction (5), the native Japanese speaker’s $F_0$ is generated in synthesis first, and then the log-scaled $F_0$ is linearly transformed [7] to retain non-native speaker’s $F_0$ ranges.

4. Experimental Evaluation

4.1 Experimental Conditions

We used 5,000 sentences from the JSUT corpus (a speech corpus uttered by a single native Japanese speaker) [8] as the native Japanese speaker’s speech data. Non-native speakers were four female speakers (labeled F1, F2, F3, F4) selected from the UME-JRF corpus [9]. The amount of adaptation data for each non-native speaker was approximately 220 sentences (the number of sentences varied from speaker to speaker), and the test data comprised 30 sentences not included in the training and adaptation data. To evaluate the performance of the proposed method for a variety of non-native Japanese proficiency levels, we selected non-native speakers who ranked at low, middle, and high proficiency levels. The UME-JRF corpus includes the Japanese proficiency scores in several terms. We averaged the scores for each non-native speaker and define a scalar value for each. The averaged scores (1–5) were 1.50 (F1), 2.6 (F2), 3.2 (F3), and 4.05 (F4). Speech signals were sampled at 16 kHz. The log-scaled power and the 1st-through-39th mel-cepstral coefficients were extracted as spectral parameters, and log-scaled $F_0$ and five band-aperiodicity [10] were extracted as excitation parameters by STRAIGHT [11], [12]. The feature vector consists of spectral and excitation parameters and their delta and delta-delta features. Five-state left-to-right HSMMs were used. The log-scaled power and the mel-cepstral coefficients were trained in the same stream. The block diagonal matrix corresponding to static, delta, and delta-delta parameters was used as the linear transform for adaptation. Before training and adaptation, 50 Hz-cutoff
speech parameter trajectory smoothing [13] were applied to the mel-cepstral coefficients. In synthesis, speech parameter generation considering global variance [14] was used.

We evaluated the following systems.
- No correction: All model parameters were adapted using the target non-native speaker.
- Correction: The model parameters were partially adapted/ixed (five patterns as listed in Sect. 3).

We evaluated the naturalness and speaker individuality of the speech synthesized by these systems. The evaluation was performed for each of the system-pairs and non-native speakers. Preference AB or XAB tests were conducted to evaluate the naturalness and speaker individuality, respectively. The reference speech of the XAB test was the non-native speaker’s natural speech. The evaluation was conducted with our crowdsourcing evaluations system. We used Lancers [15], which is one of the largest crowdsourcing services in Japan. The number of listeners was varied in each evaluation but at least 25 Japanese listeners participated in each. In total, 48 tests were conducted and more than 1,200 listeners participated.

4.2 Experimental Results

The results of naturalness and speaker individuality are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, respectively. As we can see in Fig. 2, the proposed duration correction significantly improved naturalness regardless of the non-native speaker’s Japanese proficiency level. Similarly, $F_0$ correction improved the naturalness in one non-native speaker (F4). We then conducted the same evaluation to compare duration correction and duration and $F_0$ correction. The result is shown on the right in Fig. 2. By combining duration correction and $F_0$ correction, we can further improve the naturalness. On the other hand, delta feature correction brought no significant improvements and sometimes caused significant degradation of naturalness. Also, power correction, which was effective in Japanese-accented English [4], also brought no improvements. This is because power is not dominant in Chinese and Japanese speech.

From Fig. 3, we can see that duration correction and $F_0$ correction did not degrade speaker similarity, excluding some cases (duration correction for speaker F1 and $F_0$ cor-
rection for speaker F3). Also, even when combining methods (“Dur.&F0 correction”), there was no significant degradation (excluding speaker F4). These results demonstrate that duration and F0 correction are significantly effective for improving naturalness while preserving speaker similarity.

An example of the corrected duration and F0 is shown in Fig. 4. We can see that a pitch contour without correction (“No correction”) are significantly different from that of a native Japanese speaker (“Native”). Our duration and F0 correction can dramatically refine the pitch contour and make it close to the native speaker’s pitch contour.

5. Conclusion

We have proposed a prosody correction method for improving speech quality while preserving speaker individuality for Chinese-accented Japanese HMM-based text-to-speech synthesis. On the bases of a partial adaptation of a native speaker’s HSMM, we corrected HMM state duration and F0 models. The experimental results demonstrated that duration and F0 correction significantly improve the naturalness while preserving speaker individuality, regardless of non-native speakers’ Japanese proficiency level. As future work, we will investigate the effectiveness of this framework for other mother tongues and target languages.
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